
 



0. Introduction

0.1 Objectives and methodology

The aim of this book is to provide a comprehensive assessment of the 
role of suffixes in lexical stress-assignment and word-formation, com-
plete with a systematic overview of their selection processes, produc-
tivity and combinatorial properties in Present-Day English.

A methodological prerequisite which has become incontroverti-
ble in language studies is the necessity to draw upon a reliable corpus. 
The multiplication of online databases has provided researchers with 
worktools many times more powerful than those they had at their dis-
posal not so long ago. The corpus used in the present study has been 
assembled from the OneLook search engine (henceforth OL) which, in 
English, enables users to extract word inventories further to a preselec-
tion of morphological components from about a hundred generalist or 
specialist dictionaries1.

So as to warrant indisputable reliability as to the data exploited, 
the corpus used in this study has been culled from the entries of seven 
generalist dictionaries whose reputation is solidly established, comple-
mented with those of Dictionary.com which is the only OL dictionary 
providing full etymological data in most of its entries2. 

The dictionaries from which the OL corpus has been established 
are, by alphabetical order:

1 Specialist dictionaries available from OL encompass as diverse fields as Archi-
tecture, Art, Business, Computing, Medecine, Science, Technology, etc.

2 The entries of this dictionary (<http://dictionary.reference.com>) are based ei-
ther on those of dictionaries accessible from OL (e.g. The American Heritage 
Dictionary, Collins English Dictionary, Online Etymology Dictionary) or on 
those of The Random House Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2013.
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(1) (  = henceforth)
 American Heritage Dictionary of the English language (  American Heritage 

D.); Cambridge International Dictionary of English (  Cambridge D.); Collins 
English D. (  Collins D.); Dictionary.com (  D.com); Encarta World Eng-
lish Dictionary, North American Edition (  Encarta D.)3, Merriam-Webster’s 
Online Dictionary, 11th Edition (  MWD); Webster’s Revised Unabridged, 
1913 edition (  Webster’s D.); Wordsmyth English Dictionary/ Thesaurus (  
Wordsmyth D.).

The corpus assembled from the dictionaries in (1) contains 140,000 
words. 

Common words recorded exclusively in the Wikipedia Encyclo-
pedia and its companion dictionary Wiktionary have not been retained 
in the corpus selected (henceforth the Corpus) since they do not meet 
the reliability criteria prescribed in lexicography. References have how-
ever been made to these online databases, notably to measure the poten-
tial productivity of some highly specialised or strictly scientific fami-
lies of words, since Wikipedia and Wiktionary have obtained such items 
from scientific literature. For example, the combining form -saurus (< 
New Latin) is found in only a score of learned compound in the Cor-
pus (e.g. Apatosaurus, Megalosaurus) vs. nearly 1,000 nouns of extinct 
saurian species identified by palaeontologists which have hitherto been 
recorded only in Wikipedia. 

Although, because of the nature of the corpus used in this study, 
hapaxes have not been made a priority criterion in productivity meas-
urements, well-formed words (especially neologisms) obtained from 
the Internet have regularly been sampled when they did not appear in 
the Corpus, with the policy of retaining only those which occurred in 
high-register Web pages (e.g. scholarly texts, official documents). Ex-
ception to this vetting process has only been made when there was the 
necessity to deal with new suffixes used in recent media (computing, 
internaut fora, video games, etc.). Such cases have been scrupulously 
pointed out.

Lexical and variational information about the additional items 
gathered from Web Pages has been verified from other online databases, 
namely: A Cross Reference of Latin and Greek elements, Dictionary/ 

3 Microsoft stopped operating the Encarta dictionary at <dictionary.msn.com> in 
2011.
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Thesaurus, Dinosaur/Palaeontology Dictionary, findtheword.info, Free 
Dictionary, Infoplease Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, Medical 
Dictionary, Memefirst, Online Medical Dictionary, Rice University Ne-
ologisms Database, Urban Dictionary, Wordnik, World Wide Words, The 
Word Spy4, (cf. References for Web addresses). 

Measuring the productivity of affixes from the data returned by 
dictionary-based corpora can, naturally, not consist in merely consid-
ering the number of words they have yielded, such inventory counts 
being only relevant in a historical perspective. As will be shown below 
a fair number of suffixes which have played a major role in enriching 
the lexicon are now extinct or obviously in their death throes. Focusing 
on recently-formed words, roughly over a period which can be placed 
from the 20th century – more particularly after World War II, which saw 
a spectacular development of mass-media diffusion and interdialectal 
exchanges – to the present day, seems to be an effective and relevant 
protocol, provided due attention is paid to the fact that affixes are inev-
itably subject to fashion trends, which implies that a recently-adopted 
suffix may be ephemerally successful. Conversely, a suffix may sudden-
ly rise from its ashes after years of obsolescence (cf. -age).

It is at this stage important to remind the reader that synchron-
ically transparent derivational sequences are not necessarily faithful  
reflections of the history of English. Many putative suffixed formations 
have actually been directly borrowed from French, Latin or Ancient 
Greek or tardily reconstructed on roots from the last two languages. 
Such items have been signalised as follows: concision (14th < L <~ con-
cis(e) + -ion), to be read as “concision, adopted from Latin in the 14th 
century, a noun synchronically analysable as resulting from the affixa-
tion of -ion to the adjective concise”. 

Whereas D.com is, as said above, the only dictionary of the Cor-
pus providing full etymological data for most of its entries, many po-
tential derivatives are given in this dictionary merely as “related forms”, 
without further information, e.g. applause (main entry, with phonetic 
transcription, syntactic category, definitions and etymology) and ap-
plausive (tagged as a “related form” below applause, with stress pattern 

4 In further references to these corpora, the term “dictionary” has been abbreviat-
ed to D. (e.g. Free D. for Free Dictionary).
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and syntactic category, but no specification as to whether this adjective 
was formed from the noun above, with attachment of the -ive suffix, or 
directly adopted from French or Latin). Moreover, as regards both the 
origins of words and their dates of earliest known use, discordant data 
are rife amongst dictionaries, a fact which is particularly striking when 
comparing D.com’s etymological notices with those of the online edi-
tion of The Oxford English Dictionary (<www.oed.com>, henceforth 
OED), which is not accessible from the OL search engine. 

Still with the concern of warranting maximum reliability as to 
the data exploited, the dates of earliest occurrence of words given in 
further pages have been taken from OED, which has the incompara-
ble advantage of providing written sources for this purpose. Dates of 
earliest attestation provided by D.com, standardly given in the form of 
5- or 10-year time frames (e.g. sportster 1960–65), have not been re-
tained since they often differ widely from those indicated in OED (e.g. 
sportster 1918). In the few cases where no information on the earliest 
known use of a word could be obtained from OED, relevant data have 
been garnered from MWD. For reading convenience, dates of earliest 
known use indicated in samples or inventories have been given in the 
form of centuries except for words which are to be considered as recent 
according to the criteria set out two paragraphs above, namely words 
which first appeared in the 20th century (e.g. phenomenal 19th instead of 
1825 vs. rapster 1981). This convention has been breached when need 
arose to clarify which item of a paradigmatic set was first attested in 
English (e.g. nominal pairs in -pathy and -path: psychopathy (1847) / 
psychopath (1864)). Dates of earliest appearance given in further pages 
are thus compliant to the following conventions: 

(2) a.  pheneomenal (19th); psychopathy (1847) / psychopath (1864); funkster 
(1963); no other indication than date = date of earliest known use obtained 
from OED

 b.  injectant (1950, MWD) = word not listed in OED, date of earliest known use 
obtained from MWD

As for the origins of items exemplified in further pages, authentic deri-
vations, given with the < or > symbols, reflect either etymological con-
cordance in D.com and in OED, or etymology from OED alone for want 
of relevant information in D.com, ie items tagged in the latter dictionary 


